
ROBUST STABILIZATION FOR £p GAP PERTURBATIONS' 

LI QIUt AND DANIEL E. MILLER I 

Abstract. This paper studies robust stabilization of linear feedback systems. The 
special features of this study are: (1) the input and output signal spaces of systems 
are assumed to be any f!p spaces; (2) system perturbations are measured by the gap 
function. 
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1. Introduction. A typical feedback system is shown in Figure 1.1, 
where Ul, el, Yl are signals in a Banach space U; U2, e2, Y2 are signals in 
another Banach space Y; P is an unbounded linear operator from U to Y, 
considered as the plant; C is an unbounded linear operator from Y to U, 
considered as the controller. Typically, U and Yare spaces of functions 
of either continuous time or discrete time and, as a result, the systems 
P and C are physically constrained to be causal, i.e., the values of their 
outputs at any time instance can not depend on the values of their outputs 
at any future time instance. The unboundedness of systems P and Care 
due to their possible instability. Very often the plant P is not exactly 
known, or more precisely is only known to belong to certain set of plants. 
In this case, we say the plant is uncertain and call the set which the plant 
belongs to the uncertainty set. The purpose of robust control is to design 
the controller C so that the feedback system behaves in a desirable way 
for each possible plant P in the uncertainty set. Although the controller 
design is the ultimate goal, a typical robust control theory progresses in 
three stages: 

1. Description of uncertainty: Construct a mathematical description 
of the uncertainty set. 

2. Robustness analysis: Determine if the feedback system behaves in 
a desirable way for each P in the uncertainty set when a controller 
is given. 

3. Robust controller design: Design a controller C to satisfy the ro
bustness requirement. 

Two commonly used methods to describe the uncertainty are the pa
rameter uncertainty and the norm bounded uncertainty. The former method 
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FIG. 1.1. The Standard Feedback System 

embeds the uncertainty set into an Euclidean space by assuming that the 
uncertainty is caused by a collection of uncertain parameters in the sys
tem model. The latter method characterizes the uncertainty in terms of a 
norm bounded operator based on the assumption that the uncertainty is 
caused by the bounded operator perturbation that enters the system in an 
additive, multiplicative, or more generally linear fractional way [30]. Both 
methods work well and each leads to a tangible theory if one is sure that 
the uncertainty description matchs the real physical uncertainty. However, 
the limitation of these descriptions is obvious: the parameter uncertainty 
model can not handle unmodelled dynamics and the norm bounded uncer
tainty model has difficulty in dealing with uncertain unstable dynamics. 

Recently, researchers in robust control have developed another uncer
tainty model. This is given by norm bounded perturbations on the denom
inator and numerator of a coprime factorization of the system [30,15,1]. 
This model overcomes some limitations of the two earlier uncertainty mod
els. However a system may not have a coprime factorization, which limits 
the applicability of this uncertainty model, and if it does have one, the 
nonuniqueness of its coprime factorizations makes this model depend on a 
particular artificial system representation. Although this dependence might 
be an advantage when the same representation is used in the identification 
and the uncertainty results from the identification, it may not be desirable 
otherwise. 

Since a system is considered as an unbounded linear operator between 
Banach spaces, the gap function, which has long established its merit in 
the perturbation analysis of unbounded operators, becomes a handy tool in 
describing the uncertainty. A ball defined from the gap gives us a natural 
description of an uncertainty set, and such an uncertainly set has many 
nice analytic properties. The pioneering work of robust control theory 
using the gap was done by Zames and El-Sakkary [33] in 1980. Since 
then, a series of works have further developed and completed the theory, 
see [6,11,12,24] for linear time invariant finite dimensional systems, [34,14] 
for linear time-invariant infinite-dimensional systems, and [8,9] for linear 
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time-varying systems. Two variations to the gap metric were introduced 
in [25] and [32] and were shown to be useful in studying robust control 
for linear time-invariant systems; see also [7,29]. With the recognition 
that Hilbert space gap theory is better developed due to the tremendously 
helpful inner product, most of these works are based on the assumption 
that signal spaces U and Yare Hilbert spaces, such as £2 or l2. However, 
in many control application, the natural signal spaces are merely Banach 
spaces. Prominent examples are loo and £00. Although the work in [34] 
treats systems defined as Banach space operators, the results there are 
qualitative rather that quantitative and causality, which is a fundamental 
property of a physical system, is not incorporated into the study. The 
rapid development in the robust control theory for systems with Hilbert 
signal spaces in the past few years has shed light on how it can be extended 
to Banach signal spaces. In this paper, we study robust feedback control 
for systems with lp signal spaces. The causality of systems is assumed a 
priori. A theory for £p spaces is also important, but it is technically more 
involved and we leave it for future research. 

One significant departure of our study from the gap based robust stabi
lization theory for systems with Hilbert signal spaces is that our analysis is 
primarily based on the directed gap. This is made possible by the causality 
assumption. It can be shown that in the Hilbert space case, the gap and 
the directed gap make little difference, whereas in the Banach space case, 
the directed gap in general produces much tighter results. 

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 is an introduction 
to the directed gap and the gap between subspaces of a Banach space. 
Most of the results are from [18], but a few new results are included and 
proved. In section 3, we define the class of systems under consideration to 
be the causal linear operators between spaces of real sequences. This class 
of systems includes all discrete time linear physically realizable systems. 
They can be finite dimensional or infinite dimensional, time-invariant or 
time varying. We then show that the graphs of such systems are always 
closed. Hence, we define the directed gap and the gap between such sys
tems to be the directed gap and the gap between their graphs. Section 4 
carries out the robust stability analysis assuming that system uncertainty 
is described by a directed gap ball. It is shown that the stability robust
ness of a feedback system can be given by the reciprocal of the norm of 
a closed loop operator. This makes the robust stabilization problem into 
a problem of minimizing the induced norm of some closed loop operator. 
Such an optimal control problem has been the subject of intensive study in 
the past decade and in many cases, solutions are readily available. Section 
5 compares the topological properties of the directed gap balls used in the 
stability robustness analysis and those of the usual gap balls. It is shown 
that the directed gap balls and gap balls generate the same topology on the 
set of all stabilizable systems. This further justifies the use of directed gap 
balls in the robustness analysis. Section 6 gives a close look at the systems 
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which admit right and left coprime factorizations as well as finite dimen
sional shift invariant systems. Some computational issues are considered. 
Section 7 is the conclusion. 

·When this paper was nearly finished, the authors received the preprint 
[35] in which several results recognizing the importance of the directed 
gap were obtained. However, it is only in the present paper that, based 
on causality, one type of directed gap balls is shown to have the right 
qualitative and quantitative properties for the robust control study. 

2. Gap between subspaces. The gap function between subspaces 
was originally introduced in the Russian mathematical literature, first for 
Hilbert spaces [20] and then for Banach spaces [21]. This section reviews 
some results relevant to robust control problems and gives some new results. 
Material in this section is mainly from [18]. Only new results will be proved. 

Let X be a Banach space with norm II . II and denote by reX) the set 
of all subspaces (closed linear manifolds) of X. Let SI, S2 E reX). The 
directed gap from S I to S2 is defined by 

8(SI, S2) = sup inf Ilx - yll. 
xESj, lixli::;l yES, 

The gap between Sl and S2 is defined by 

8(SI,S2) = max{8(SI,S2),cS(S2,SJ}}. 

It is well-known that in general 8 is not a metric on r( X), unless X is a 
Hilbert space, since it may not satisfy the triangle inequality. The directed 
gap is even further away from being a metric since it is not symmetric and 
not positive. Nevertheless, for S E reX) and 1> ~ 0, we can define the balls: 

B (S, r) 

B (S,1» 

B(S, r) 

{S E r(X): 8(S,S) < r} 

{S E reX) : 8(S, S) < r} 
{S E r(X): 8(S,S) < r}. 

On varying Sand r, the above three types of balls form the bases of three 
topologies -;, 7, and T respectively 1 . In general, these three topologies are 
completely different. It is easy to see that T is Hausdorff while -; and 7 
are not. If SI C S2, then b(SI,S2) = ° but 8(S2,SJ) = 1 unless SI = S2. 
However, for some restricted classes of subspaces, these three topologies, 
or two of them, may turn out to be the same. A trivial example is the 
class of subspaces with equal finite dimension since, as stated in [17], for 
SI, S2 E reX) with dim(SI) = dim(S2) < 00, 

iC(S S) 8(S2, SJ) 
u 1, 2 < ~ . 

- 1-8(S2,SJ) 

1 We leave it to the reader to verify that the three types of balls indeed form topo
logical bases. 
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We will give a nontrivial example in the following sections, which will be 
one of the interesting results of this paper. 

In the following, our emphasis will be on the directed gap instead of 
the gap. In many cases, results on the gap, some of which are important 
in our development, can be easily obtained from the corresponding results 
on the directed gap. We leave such work to the reader. The symbols S, 
Sl, and S2 will always be reserved for members of f(.1'). 

Let .1'* be the dual of .1'. For x E X and ¢ E .1'*, we use (x, ¢) to 
mean ¢(x). Denote by S1. the annihilator of S E f(.1'). 

LEMMA 2.1. [18, p. 201] 
(a) ForeachxE.1', infllx-YII= sup (x,'!jJ). 

yES ,pEsL,II,p1l9 
(b) Foreach¢E.1'*, inf 1I¢-'!jJII= sup (y,¢). 

,pES L yES,lIyU::::) 

Lemma 2.1 enables us to convert the sup-inf expression of the directed 
gap into a pure supremum expression, which potentially simplifies the com
putation. 

PROPOSITION 2.2. [18, p. 201] 

(a) 8(Sl,S2) = sup sup (x,'!jJ). 
XES1, IIxll~l ,pESt-, 1I,p1l~1 

(b) 8(Sl,S2) = 8(S~,St). 
The back annihilator of T E f(.1'*) is defined by TT = {x EX: 

(x, ¢) = 0 for all ¢ E T}. Clearly, TT E f(.1'). It is know that (S1.)T = S, 
and if T is weak*-closed then (TT)1. = T [27, p. 91]. We will be working 
on subspaces of tp spaces. Since not every tp has an easily characterizable 
dual space, but every tp space is the dual space of an easily characterizable 
space, we will find back annihilators more convenient to use. 

PROPOSITION 2.3. IfT1 , T2 E f(.1'*) are weak*-closed, then 
(a) 8(T1 ,T2) = sup sup (y,¢). 

</>ET1, 1I</>1I~1 YET2T , IIYII~l 

(b) 8(T1 , T 2) = 8(T;, Ti). 

Proof. Apply Proposition 2.2 by letting Sl = Ti and S2 = T;. 0 

Let A be a bounded linear operator on X with bounded inverse. By the 
open mapping theorem, this requires only that A be a bijective bounded 
linear operator [26, p. 195]. Define the condition number of A to be K(A) = 
IIAIlIIA-1 11· 

PROPOSITION 2.4. 8(AS 1 ,AS2)::; K(A)8(Sl,S2)' 

Proof. For arbitrary u E AS1 with lIull ::; 1, there exists x E Sl such 
that u = Ax. We have Ilxll ::; IIA- 1 11. For each { > 0, 
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Hence, there exists yES 2 such that 

Set v = Ay; we have 

Ilu - vii = IIA(x - y)11 :::; IIAllllx - YII :::; ,"(AH6(SI, S2) + f] , 

which implies that 

Since u E ASI with Ilull :::; 1 is arbitrary and f > 0 is arbitrary, we obtain 

This complete the proof. 0 

Associated with the concept of the gap, there is another useful concept 
called the minimum opening. The directed minimum opening from S 1 to 
S2 is defined by 

if SI i- {O} 

if S1 = {O}. 

The minimum opening between SI and S2 is defined by 

In the following, the notation S 1 EfJ S 2 means S 1 + S 2 and at the same 
time claims SI n S2 = {O}. 

PROPOSITION 2.5. [18, p. 219] 

(a) p(SI,S2)?' 1 !(~tsS11 ) 
p 2, 1 

(b) p(Sl, S2) = 0 iff p(S2, SI) = O. 
(c) SI EfJ S2 is closed iff P(SI, S2) i- O. 

Recall the definition of the gap balls and the directed gap balls. 

THEOREM 2.6. 

(a) 51 EfJ S2 is closed for all 51 E B(SI, r) iff '1' :::; p(S2,SI). 
- - - . ~.I...I.. 

(b) SI + S2 = X for all SI E B(SI, '1') Iff1':::; P(S2 , S1)' 

Proof. The sufficiency part of (a) follows from [18, Theorem 4.4.24]. 
To prove the necessity part of (a), assume 'I' > p(S2, Sl)' Then there 
exists y E S2 with IIYII = 1 and x E SI such that Ily - xii < r. Let 

51 = span{y}. Then 6(5 1 ,SI) :::; Ily - xii < '1', i.e., SI E S(SI,r), and 
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05 1 nS2 = span {y} i- {O}. St.at.ement (b) follows from (a) since 05 1 +S 2 = .1' 

iff o5t EBS} is closed and 051 E B(Sl,r) iff o5t E B(St,l') 0 
If S 1 EB S 2 = .1', t.hen we say that. S 1 and S 2 are complementary. The 

projection onto Sl along S2 is denoted by Ils ,IIS 2' 

PROPOSITION 2.7. If S1 EB S2 = .1', then 
(a) P(Sl,S2) = IIIls ,lIs 211- 1; 

(b) P(Sl,S2) = p(S},st). 

Proof. 

P(Sl,S2) 

= inf inf Ilx - yll = inf inf lk=.JLJl 
xES"lIxll=l yES2 xES" IIxll;iO yES2 IIxll 

This proves (a). Statement (b) follows from [18, Theorem 4.4.8]. 0 

Not.ice that Sl EBS2 =.1' is equivalent. to (a) Sl EBS2 is closed and (b) 
Sl + S2 = .1'. Combining Theorem 2.6 (a) and (b) and using Proposition 
2. 7(b), one can easily show the following corollary. 

COROLLARY 2.8. Assume Sl EB S2 =.1'. Then 051 EB S2 = .1' for all 
05 1 E B(Sl,r) ifr::; p(Sl,S2). 

Unfortunately, the condit.ion in this corollary is not t.ight in general. 
Consider the case when .1' = JPl.2 with the Holder CX)-norm and Sl = 
span {[ ~ ]} and S2 = span {[ ~ ]}. Then p(Sl,S2) = 0.5. On the 

other hand, 05 1 EB S2 i- .1' if and only if 05 1 = {OJ, 05 1 = S2, or 05 1 = JPl.2. 
In each of these three cases, 8 (05 1 , S 1) = 1. Therefore, 05 1 EB S 2 = .1' for all 
05 1 E B( S 1, r) if and only if r ::; 1. This shows t.hat the condition given by 
Corollary 2.8 is not t.ight. In fact, in t.he finit.e dimensional case, we have 
t.he following improved result. 

COROLLARY 2.9. Assume that .1' is finite dimensional and Sl EB S2 = 
.1'. Then 05 1 EBS2 = .Y for all 05 1 E B(S 1, r) ifr ::; max{p(S 1, S2)' P(S2, Sr)}. 

Proof. This follows from t.he fact that in the case when .1' is finite - -~ ~ 
dimensional, Sl n S2 = {OJ and Sl n S2 = {OJ are equivalent as long 
as the dimensions of 05 1 and Sl are equal, while the dimension equality is 
guaranteed by 8(o5l,Sr) < r::; 1. 0 

3. Gap between systems. Let the set of JPl.n-valued sequences be 
denoted by sn, i.e., sn = {(XO Xl X2"') : Xi E Jlll.n}. Clearly, sn is a 
linear space over lIlL The truncation operators Ilk, k = 0,1,2, ... , on sn 
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are defined by Ih(xo XI···Xk Xk+l···) = (xo XI···Xk o··} A linear 
operator F from sn to sm is said to be causal if IhF(I - Ih) = 0 for all 
k 2: O. A system considered in this paper is simply a causal linear operator 
from sn to sm. We will always assume that the natural bases in sm and 
sn are used2 . As a consequence, a vector in sn can be represented by a 
semi-infinite column vector and a system from s" to sm can be represented 
by a semi-infinite lower triangular block matrix. So y = Fll simply means 

o 
o 

F22 

where Fij are m x n real matrices. Conversely, any semi-infinite lower 
triangular block matrix represents a system. This is a convenient conse
quence of the sequence space and the causality requirement. Due to this 
natural homomorphism between the set of causal operators and the set of 
lower triangular matrices, it becomes unnecessary to distinguish the two 
sets, which will share the same notation £mxn in the sequel. Another 
convenient consequence of causality is that the invertibility is easy to char
acterize: F E £nxn is invertible if and only if Fii, i 2: 0, is nonsingular. 
This implies that if FI , F2 E £n x nand FI F2 = I, then Fl = F2- 1 . Fi
nally, we introduce another important operator on sn: the shift operator 
S defined by S(xo Xl X2···) = (0 Xo Xl X2··} A system F in £mxn 

is said to be shift-invariant if it commutes with S, i.e., FS = SF. The 
matrix representation of a shift-invariant system is a block lower triangular 
Toeplitz matrix, i.e., Fij = F(i+k)(Hk) for i,j, k 2: O. A system F in £mxn 

is said to be finite dimensional if there exist matrix functions A( k) E IP/.lx I, 
B(k) E IP/.lxn, C(k) E IP/.mxl, D(k) E IP/.mxn, k 2: 0 such that 

_ { c(~)[TI;-:'~+1 A(k)]B(j) 
Fij - C(z)B(J) 

D(i) 

if j < i-I 
if j = i-I 
if j = i. 

For p = [1, = ), the space e; is the set of all X E sn for which 

(3.1) 

2 The special algebraic structure of sequence space s" makes it clear to everybody 
what the "natural basis" ought to be without referring to any topological structure. 
However, this natural basis is not an algebraic basis (Hamal basis) in s". It is rather a 
Schauder basis in s" when it is endowed with the natural topology generated by semi
norms Pkl(X) = IXk,!, where we assume x = (xo Xl···Xk •.. ) and Xk = [Xkl ... Xk n ]'. 

See [16] for more details. 
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and the space .e~ is the set of all x E sn for which 

(3.2) sup Ilxilioo < 00, 
i~O 

where II· lip is the Holder p-norm. We know that.e; is a Banach space with 
its norm, also denoted by II . lip, defined by the left hand side of (3.1) or 
(3.2). The space Co is the subspace of .e~ consisting of all x E .e~ with 
limi-+oo Xi = O. The norm in Co is inherited from ~ but will be given its 
own notation 11·lleo' It is well-known that.e; are (isometrically isomorphic 
to) the dual space of .e~ if p = (1,00], where ~ + ~ = 1, or Co if p = 1, in 
the sense that x(1]) = (1], x) := 1]'X for 1] in the primal space and x in its 
dual space. To avoid unnecessary repetition in the sequel, we will always 
assume ~ + ~ = 1 is satisfied whenever p and q appear together. 

A semi-infinite (not necessarily lower triangular) matrix of the form 

... ... ] 

with Aij E lRl.mxn represents a possibly unbounded operator from .e; into 
.e; with domain 

Vp(A) = {u E.e; : Au converges and belongs to .e;} 

and graph 

The graph 9p(A) is clearly a linear manifold in.e; x.e;. We define the norm 

in .e; x £;' as II [ ~ ] lip = (lIull~ + IIYII~)l/p if p E [1,00) and II [ ~ ] 1100 = 

max{llull oo , IIYlloo}. Thus .e; x.e; is identical to .e;+m. Note the difference 
between our method and Kato's method [18] in norming the product space. 

The matrix A can also represent a possibly unbounded operator from 
Co into Co with domain 

Veo(A) = {u E c~ : Au converges and belongs to cO'} 

and graph 
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The graph 9 eo (A) is clearly a linear manifold in err x eiJ'. We define the 

norm in err x eiJ' as II [ ~ ] Ileo = max{lIulleo,IIYlleo}· Thus err x eiJ' is 

identical to e~+m. 
For the notation convenience, we also need the concept of inverse 

graphs of A defined by 

9~(A) = [~ ~] 9 p(A) = {[ ~u ] : u E Vp(A)} 

and 

If A represents a bounded operator on C; to .e;, then we say A is Cp -

bounded and the induced norm of A is denoted by IIAlip. Similarly, if A 
represents a bounded operator on err to eiJ', then we say A is co-bounded 
and the induced norm of A is denoted by IIAlleo. 

In the following, a system F E Cmxn will always be considered as 
an unbounded operator from C; into .e; for some fixed p E [1,00]. The 
transpose of F: 

[ 

F60 F{o F~o 
o F{l F~l 

F' = 0 0 F~2 
· . . · . . · . . 

.. 'J ... 

will be considered as an unbounded operator from C~ into 17 if p = (1, 00] 
or from err into eiJ' if p = 1. 

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let F = Cmxn . Then 
(a) 9p(F) is weak*-closed; 
(b) for p E (1,00], F is Cp-bounded iff F' is Cq-bounded; 
(c) F is Cl-bounded iff F' is co-bounded. 

Proof It is easy to see that F' and F form an adjoint pair in the sense 
that 

(""Fx) = (F'""x) for all x E Vp(F) and", E Vq(F') 

ifp E (1,00] or 

("', Fx) = (F'"" x) 

Since F' is upper triangular, each of Vq(F'), q E [1, (0), and Veo(F') 
contains all finitely nonzero sequences and hence is dense. Consequently, 
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F is the adjoint operator of F'. (See [18, pp. 167-168] for justification.) 
This means 

for p E (1,00] and 

9~(-F) = gco(F')L 

(See [18, pp. 167-168].) Since an annihilator is always weak*-closed, it 
follows that g~ ( - F) is weak* -closed and so is 9 p (F). This proves (a). 

The "if' parts of (b) and (c) are standard since the adjoint operator 
of a bounded operator is bounded. 

If F is lp-bounded, then each of its columns is in ~. The Holder 
inequality then implies that r/ F is well defined for each 'fJ E l'J'. Now let x 
be an arbitrary element in l~. We have 

1'fJ' Fxl ~ 11'fJliqllFXllp ~ (1i'fJliqIi F lip)lix llp . 

It then follows from [19, Lemma lOA] that F''fJ belongs to l~ and 11F''fJliq ~ 
1IFIIpll'fJllq. This proves the "only if' part of (b) and something extra: F'is 
leo-bounded if F is ll-bounded. Notice that we have not used the causality 
of F so far in this paragraph. Assume now that F is ll-bounded. Then we 
know that F' is leo-bounded. Let 'fJ E cD, By using the causality of F, we 
obtain 

(I - Ih)F''fJ = (I - IIk)F'(I - IIk)'fJ -+ 0 

as k -+ 00 since (I - IIk)'fJ -+ O. This implies that F''fJ E cS. 0 
In particular, Proposition 3.1 implies that 9p(F) is always closed for 

each system F E Cmxn , so we can define the directed gap and the gap 
between systems to be the directed gap and the gap between their graphs, 
I.e., 

6,,(Fb F2) 
8p (Fl, F2 ) 

8[9p(Fd, gp(F2)] 

8[9p(Fd, 9p(F2)] . 
--+ 

Similar to the subspace case, we can define balls Bp(F, r), Bp(F, r), Bp(F, r) 

and topologies -; p, 'i p, Tp. 
The subset of Cmxn consisting lp-bounded operators will be denoted 

by B;xn. Systems in s;xn are also said to be lp-stable. 
An important observation at this point is that the map from systems 

to their graphs is not injective in general. For example, both 
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have trivial graphs, i.e., gp(FI) = gp(F2) = {O}, but F1 -:j:. F2. This implies 
that the space (.cmxn , Tp) is not Hausdorff even though (r(X), T) is for any 
Banach space X. Nevertheless, it can be easily seen that (Smxn, Tp) is 

Hausdorff. In Section 5, we will show Tp, as well as -;p, is Hausdorff in a 
larger set. 

4. Robust stabilization. Now consider the feedback system shown 
in Figure 1.1. We will simply call it (P, C). Assume P E .cmxn , C E .cnxm . 
The equations governing the system variables are 

e1 + Ce2 U1 

Pel + e2 U2· 

Consider the linear manifold 

Since Sp = g~ ([ ~ ~] ), it follows that Sp is closed. If there exists 

F E .cCn+m)xCn+m) such that gp(F) = Sp, i.e. [~ ~] is invertible, 

::::h:P ~:,,:~ruo: ::~: ~:I:::"I[ f::~~'i::' ::~:i:~:, ':::::: 
This is also equivalent to the kernel of [~ ~] being trivial. In this case, 

F is said to be the closed loop operator of (P, C). If F E s~n+m)xCn+m), 

i.e., [~ ~] -1 is t'p-bounded, then (P, C) is said to be t'p-stable. 

PROPOSITION 4.1. The following three statements are equivalent: 
(a) (P, C) is fp-stable; 
(b) gp(P) (£) g~(C) = f;+m; 
(c) gp(P)+g~(C)=t;+m. 

Proof Suppose (P, C) is t'p-stable. Then [ ~ 1 rt Sp if either e1 or e2 

:~ 
is nonzero, and {[ fe7 .f:~ ] : e1 E Vp(P), e2 E Vp(C)} = f;+m. The 
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former implies gp(p)ng~(C) = {O} and the latter implies gp(P)+g~(C) = 
e;+m. This proves (a) :=} (b). If gp(P) EEl g~(C) = e;+m, then we have 

[ ~ ] el + [ ~ ] e2 = 0 with el E Dp(P) and e2 E Dp(C) ifand only ifel = 

o and e2 = 0, and we also have {[ ~e7 Z:~ ] : el E Dp(P), e2 E Dp(C)} 

= .q+m. This means that there exists F E dn+m)x(n+m) such that 
gp(F) = Sp and the domain of F is c;+m. By the closed graph theorem, F 
is Cp-bounded. This proves (b) :=} (a). It is trivial that (b) :=} (c). Notice 

that gp(p)ng~(C) "# {O} means that the kernel of [~ ~'] is nontrivial. 

Since [~ ~] is a block lower triangular matrix, at least one of the block 

diagonal elements must be singular. Then [~ ~'] [Dp(P) x Dp(C)] can 

not be c~+m Hence gp(P)+g~(C) "#c;+m. This proves (c):=} (b). D 

The following theorem follows from Theorem 2.6(b), Proposition 2.7(b), 
and Proposition 4.l. 

THEOREM 4.2. Assume (P, C) is Cp-stable. Then (p, C) is Cp-stable 

for all P E Bp(p,r) ifr:S P'[gp(P),g~(C)]. 
Theorem 4.2 shows that P'[gp(P), g~( C)] gives a robustness measure of 

the feedback system (P, C). It is desirable to have a closer relation between 
this measure and the systems P and C. Fortunately, we have one. 

THEOREM 4.3. Assume (P, C) is Cp-stable. Then P'[gp(P), g~(C)] = 

II [ ~ ] (I - CP)-l[I C]II;l. 

Proof. We know from Proposition 4.1 and Proposition 2.7(a) that 

For each [ ~~ ] E c;+m, let 

[ ~ ] el 

[~][IO][~ ~rl[~~] 
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This shows 

II [ PI ] (I - CP)-l[I - C] gplIg~(C) = 

This completes the proof. 0 
-+ 

Since Bp(P, r) C Bp(P, r), the statement in Theorem 4.2 still holds if 
-+ 

we replace Bp(P, r) by Bp(P, r) but the result will be more conservative 
in general. The statement in Theorem 4.2 would no longer be true if we 

-+ <-

replace Bp(P, r) by Bp(P, r). 
Finally, in this section let us comment on the optimal robust controller 

design problem: Given P E .cmxn , design C E .cnxm such that the robust
ness measure P'[Yp(P), y~(C)] is maximized. From Theorem 4.3, it is seen 
that this design problem is a minimum norm optimal control problem. If 
p = 2 and P is shift-invariant, then this optimal control problem is an Hoo 
optimal control problem [15,12]. If p = 00 or p = 1 and P is shift-invariant, 
then this optimal control problem is an f1 optimal control problem [2,3,22]. 

5. Topological properties. Note that our robust stability condition 
-+ 

is given in terms of the directed gap ball B(P, r). A consequence of this 
is that the feedback stability is a robust property under the topology -; p. 
As we have argued in Section 2, the directed gap and gap have completely 
different topological properties. The topology -; in f(X) is strictly weaker 
than T. A similar situation occurs in .cmxn . As an extreme example, take 
F to be either F1 or F2 in (3.3); we know that Yp(F) = {O}. Therefore 
6p(F, F) = 0 for all F E .c1X1 but 6p (F, F) = 1 for all F E .c1X1 with a 
nontrivial graph. It has been established in [33,34] that "the gap topology is 
the weakest topology such that the feedback stability is a robust property" . 
Firstly this statement needs further clarification in our case due to the 
complication caused by Tp being non-Hausdorff. Secondly, if this statement 

is true, then there seems to be a paradox since the weaker topology -; p 
also makes the feedback stability a robust property according to Theorem 
4.2. In this section, we show that on the set of stabilizable systems Tp is 
a Hausdorff topology (easy!) and -;p is actually the same as Tp (hard!). 
Since we are only concerned with stabilizable systems, this result justifies 
the use of the directed gap. 

A system P E .cmxn is said to be fp -stabilizable if there exists a con
troller C E .cnxm such that (P, C) is fp-stable. Not all systems are fp

stabilizable; examples of unstabilizable systems are given in (3.3). Denote 
the set of fp-stabilizable systems in .cmxn by p,;xn. Our easy task is 
fulfilled by showing the following result. 
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PROPOSITION 5.1. For PI, P2 E p;xn, 9p(Pl ) = 9p(P2 ) implies 
PI = P2 • 

Proof. Let C E pnxm be a stabilizing compensator for Pl. By Propo
sition 4.1, this is equivalent to 9p(PI)$9~(C) = e;+m. If9p(PI) = 9p(P2), 

then (P2 , C) is also stable. Since 

for i = 1,'2, it is clear that 

Since we know that different stable systems have different graphs, it follows 
that 

[ I C] -1 = [I C]-l 
PI I P2 I 

This implies that 

Therefore, we must have PI = P2 . 0 
The rest of this section is dedicated to our hard task. We proceed in 

several steps. First, let us partially order the elements of £mxn in the 
following way: Fl ~p F2 if 9p(Ft) C 9p(F2)' By definition, a system 
FE £mxn is fp-maximal if FE £mxn with F ~p F implies F i- F. The 
following result was first established for p = 2 and shift-invariant systems 
in [13] 

PROPOSITION 5.2. A system is fp-stabilizable only if it is fp-maximal. 

Proof. Suppose that P is fp-stabilizable and C is a stabilizing com
pensator for P. By Proposition 4.1 9p(P) $ 9~(C) = f;+n. If there exists 
a P such that P ~p P, then 9p ( p) + 9~ (C) = f;+n, so by Proposition 4.1 

again, 9p(P) n 9~(C) = {O}. This forces 9p(P) = 9p(P), i.e., P = P. 0 
A consequence of this proposition is that if Fl and F2 are stabilizable, 

then ~(Fl' F2 ) = 0 impliel> Fl = F2 . This makes ~ a step closer to a 
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distance function but it is still not enough to establish the equivalence 
between Tp and Tp. 

PROPOSITION 5.3. 
(a) B,;xn and p,;xn are open subsets of(Cmxn , 7p). 

(b) B,;xn andp,;xn are open subsets of(cmxn,Tp). 

-(c) Bp(O,l)CB,;xn. -(d) For p E (1,00], Bp(O, 1) = B~nxn. 
Proof. Statement (a) follows from Theorem 4.2. Statement (b) follows 

from (a) since Tp is stronger that T p' Statement (c) follows from Theorems 
4.2 and 4.3 by setting P = 0 and C = O. The only nontrivial part is (d). -We only need to prove B,;xn C Bp(O, 1). Let FE B,;xn. For p E (1,00), 

5;,(0, F) = "Ee;~~~lp~l }~~ II [ ~ ] - [ ;v ] lip 

< sup II [ u ] - [ 
"Ee;,lIullp~l 0 

< 

[ ~l sup II l~~JI~ lip 
"Ee;,II"lIp~l 1+11Flit 

[( IIFII~ )P ( IIFllp )P] lip 
1 + IIFII~ + 1 + IIFII~ 

IIFllp 
(1 + 1[F11~)1lq 
1; 

the case of p = 00 is similar. This shows FE Bp(O, 1). 0 
For p = 1, the containment in Proposition 5.3(c) is strict. For example, 

if 

[ ! 
0 0 

1 

0 0 
F= 0 0 

'.:" ' 

then F E B1 but 81 (0, F) = 1. For the same F as above, ~ (0, F) = ~ 
but 000 (0, F) = 1. This provides evidence that Theorem 4.2 becomes more -conservative if Bp(P, r) is replaced by Bp(P, r). 

PROPOSITION 5.4. For F1 , F2 E B,;xn, 

(5.1) 
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Proof. Let us prove the second inequality first. 

< 

sup inf Ilx - Yllp 
xE9p(F,),llxllp~1 yE9 p (F2 ) 

sup 
uEe~ ,u;to 

II(FI - F2)ullp 

Ilulip 

Now we show the first inequality. 

> 1 sup inf II [ u ] _ [ v ] lip. 
- 1 + I!FIllp uEe~,llullp=1 vEe~ FI u F2 v 

For arbitrary c > 0, choose it E .e; with Ilitllp = 1 and II(FI - F2)itllp > 
IIFI - F211p - c. Then 

~(Fl,F2) 2 l+ltFlllpvifl~II[F~it] - [F~v]llp 
= 1 . f II [ it - v ] II 

1 + IIFlilp vlfe~ (Fl - F2)it + F2(it- v) p 

> 

We claim that 

Suppose this is not the case, then there exist v E .e; such that 
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and 

This means that 

which is impossible. Hence we must have 

Since f is arbitrary, the first inequality has to be true. 0 

We remark here that the inequalities in (5.1) are not the tightest pos
sible. It can be shown that 1+11F111p in the far left of(5.1) can be replaced 
by (1 + IIF111~)1/P. It is conjectured that 1 + IIF211p can also be replaced by 

(1 + IIF211~)1/P. 
Inequalities in (5.1) are symmetric with respect to F1 and F2 . Hence 

relative topologies of -:;p, 'Tp, and Tp in B;xn are the same and this topol
ogy is the same as the one induced by the norm. 

Let us denote the set of well-posed pairs (P, C) E p;xn x p;xm by 

[ I C]-1 Wp(m, n), and the map which maps (P, C) E Wp(m, n) to P I 

by H. 

PROPOSITION 5.5. Under topologies -:;p, 'Tp, and Tp, the map H is a 
homeomorphism between Wp(m, n) and its image. 

Proof. First consider the map from (P, C) to 

By Proposition 5.1 and the definition of the topologies in pmxn and pnxm, 
this map is a homeomorphism between prnxn x pnxm and its image in 
r(.e(n+m)+(n+m)). Secondly, consider the map on r(.e(n+m)+(n+m)) defined 
by 

T-l-[~ ~ 
o 0 

I 0 1 o I 
o 0 T. 

o I 
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Since the big operator matrix is bounded and has a bounded inverse, this 
map is a homeomorphism by Proposition 2.4. This second map maps 
gp(P) x g~(C) to Sp defined in (4.1). For those elements T of 
f(i(n+m)+(n+m» satisfying T = gp(F) for some F E £(n+m)x(n+m), the 
map from T to F is by definition a homeomorphism. Therefore H is the 
composition of three homeomorphisms and hence itself is a homeomor
phism. 0 

PROPOSITION 5.6. There is a unique topology in p;xn which has the 
following properties: 
(a) s;xn is open and the relative topology in S;xn is the norm topology; 
(b) the map H is a homeomorphism between W p (m, n) and its image. 

Proof. Let T' and Til be two topologies having properties (a) and (b). 
Let 0 E T' and P E O. Then there exists aCE £nxm such that H(P, C) 
is ip-stable. Since S;xn is r'-open and H is a T'-homeomorphism, there 

exist 0 1 , O 2 E T' with P E 0 1 C 0 and C E O2 such that H(P, C) is 
stable for all P E 0 1 and C E O2 . The set H( 0 1 , O2 ) is in T'. Since the 
relative topologies of T' and Til in s;xn are the same, the set H(OI, O2 ) 

is in Til too. By the fact that H is bijective and Til-continuous, the set 0 1 

must be in Til. Since P is arbitrarily chosen in 0, this implies that 0 is 
also in Til. This proves T' C Til. In exactly the same way, we can show 
Til C T'. This completes the proof. 0 

Note that in the above proof, we only used the fact that the H is T"
continuous to show that T' C Til. Hence the proof of Proposition 5.6 also 
shows the following result. 

PROPOSITION 5.7. The unique topology in £mxn determined by Propo
sition 5.6 is the weakest topology with the following properties: 
(a) s;xn is open and the relative topology in s;xn is the norm topology; 
(b) the map H is continuous on Wp(m,n). 

An immediate consequence of Propositions 5.3-5.7 is as follows. 

THEOREM 5.8. -;p and Tp are the same topology on p;xn. This topol
ogy is the weakest among all the topologies satisfying the two properties 
in Proposition 5.7. 

The topology 'ip is different from Tp on p;xn. What goes wrong is 

that s;xn is not open under topology 'ip • 

6. Systems with coprime factorizations. In this section, we con
sider systems with coprime factorizations as well as finite-dimensional shift
invariant systems. By using coprime factorizations, we will be able to ad
dress some computational problems involved in the robust stabilization. 

An operator F in £mxn is said to have a right fractional representation 
over Sp if there exist M E s;xn and N E s;xn such that F = N M-l. 
Such a fractional representation is said to be coprime if there exist X E 
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Bnxn and Y E Bnxm such that p p 

(6.1) 

Similarly, F is said to have a left fractional representation over Bp if there 
exist !VI E B;:xm and N E B;:xn such that F = !VI-I N. Such a fractional 
representation is said to be coprime if there exist X E B;:xm and Y E 
Bnxm such that p 

(6.2) !VIX+NY=I. 

Again we emphasize that the factors M, N, !VI, N, X, Y, X, Y depend on p. 
Coprime fractional representations are ,also called coprime factorizations. 
The study of fractional representations and its relation to feedback stabi
lization constitutes an active research area. See, e.g., [5,28,31,23,4]. De
note the class of systems in Cmxn which admit both right and left coprime 
factorizations over Bp by C;:xn. It is well-known that c;:xn C p;xn. 
However, it has been a long standing open question if we actually have 
c;:xn = p;xn. An affirmative answer has been given only for the cases of 
p = 2 [4] and for finite-dimensional systems [23]. 

PROPOSITION 6.l. 

(a) Let F = N M- l be a right coprime factorization of F over Bp. Then 

(lp(F) = [~]e;. 
(b) Let F = !VI- l N be a left fractional representation of F over Bp. Then 

(lp(F) = { [ ~ ] E e;+m : [-N !VI] [ ~ ] = o}. 
We leave the proof of this proposition to the reader. For the idea, see 

[30, p. 234]. 

PROPOSITION 6.2. Let F = !VI-lN be a left coprime factorization of 
FE c;xn. Then [-N !VI]'~ = (lp(F)T for p E (1,00] and [-N !VI]'co = 
(l1(F) T. 

Proof. From Proposition 3.1, we know that [-N !VI]' is bounded and its 
adjoint isJ-ft !VI]. It follows from [27, Theorem 4.121 a~d Proposition 6.1 
that ([-N M]'e~)l. = (lp(F) for p E (1,00] and ([-N M]'co)l. = (ll(F). 
By taking back annihilator in both sides, we obtain the desired result. 0 

The following theorem, which is intended for the computation of the 
directed gap between two systems, follows from Propositions 2.3 and 6.2 
immediately. 

THEOREM 6.3. Let FI = NlMll be a right coprime factorization and 
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- -1 -
F2 = M2 N2 be a left coprime factorization. Then 

6p(F1' F2) = sup{1]'[-N2 M2] [~: ] x: 
(6.3) 

x E C;, 1] E cr:, II [~: ] xllp :S 1, 11[-N2 M2]'1]llq :S I} 

for p E (1,00] and 

61(F1,F2) = sup{1]'[-N2 M2][~:]X: 
(6.4) 

x E Ci, 1] E co, II [~: ] xiI! :S 1, 11[-N2 M2]'1]lIco :S I}. 

Proof. Notice that gp(F) is weak*-closed and use Proposition 2.3(a). 
o 

The formula for the directed gap given in Theorem 6.3 corresponds 
to an infinite dimensional bilinear programming problem [10]. In the fol
lowing, we will show that for the case when F1 is a finite dimensional 
shift-invariant system, we can approximate this bilinear programming prob
lem arbitrarily well by solving a finite dimensional counterpart. Unfor
tunately, at the present we can not do the same for the general case. 
However, the case for finite-dimensional shift invariant F1 is an impor
tant special case since the nominal system F in the directed gap ball 

B(F,r) = {F : 6(F,F) < r} is very often a finite-dimensional shift
invariant system in practical analysis and design. 

We define 

(6.5) 
for p E (1,00] and 

8f(F1, F2) = sup{1]'[-N2 M2] [~: ] x: 

x E Ih£~, 1] E Ilk Co , II [~: ] xiI! :S 1, II[-N2 M2]'1]lico :S I}. 

(6.6) 
The fact that (M1' N!) are right coprime and (M2' N2) are left coprime 

means that the feasible x and 1] in (6.5) and (6.6) lie in a compact set in 
:w.(k+1)x(n+m). Since the quantity being optimized depends continuously on 
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x and 7), we conclude the "sup" can be replaced by a "max". For fixed k, 
computing 8; (Fl , F2 ) is a bilinear programming problem with (k+ 1) x (n+ 

m) variables. However, the number of constraints due to II [ ~: ] xllp :::; 1 

is infinite. If Fl is a finite-dimensional shift invariant system, then it is 
well known that Ml and Nl can be chosen to be lower triangular Toeplitz 
band matrices, i.e., there exist I> ° (the order of FI) such that M lij = ° 
and N lij = ° if i - j > t. In this case, it is easily seen that the number of 
constraints in (6.5) and (6.6) becomes finite. 

PROPOSITION 6.4. 8;(Fl , F2 ) is monotonically increasing and limk_oo 
Ck - . Dp (Fl , F2 ) = Dp(Fl, F2 ) If 

(a) p E [1, <Xl), or 
(b) p = <Xl and M l , Nl are shift-invariant. 

Proof. The monotonicity of 8;(Fl , F2 ) follows from the fact that the 
constraint set for the k + 1 case in (6.5) and (6.6) contains that for the k 
case. For the same reason, 8;(F1 ,F2 ) :::; 8;,(F1,F2 ) for all k 2: 0. Hence 

8; (Fl , F2 ) converges. 
Now assume p E (1, <Xl). Let f> 0, choose x E f; and 7) E f';' so that 

II [ ~: ] xll p 1, 

11[-N2 NI21'7)llq 1. 

First, observe that 

lim IIlhx - xll p = ° 
k --+CXJ 

lim Illh7) - 7)llq = 0, 
k-+oo 

so 

lim II [ MN1 ] lit x lip = 1 
k-+oo 1 

lim 11[-N2 M2]'Ih7)lIq = 1. 
k-oo 

Hence, 
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satisfy all of the constraints in the optimization problem (6.5) for k suffi
ciently large that xk and r/ are well-defined. Since 

as k ---+ 00, we conclude that liminfk-+oo 6;(F1 , F2 ) ::::: 8p(Fl' F2 ) - L Since 
f. > 0 is arbitrary, we have our desired result for the case when p E (1,00). 

Now suppose that p = 1. Here we choose TJ E Co (not l~), so it is easy 
to see that the above analysis works in this case as well. 

Now suppose that p = 00, so that q = 1, and choose x E I~ and TJ E Ii 
as above. Here the analysis is more difficult, since we are not assured that 

lim IIIhx - xll oo = 0 
k ..... oo 

unless x E Co. We'll replace x by XIII [ ~~ ] xll oo E Co with x defined by 

Suppose that Fl is shift-invariant; we'll show that x is a good approxima
tion to x in the following sense: 

lim II [ MN1 ] xll oo = 1. 
a/I 1 

The first equality is obvious since lima/l x = x in the weak* topology. 

To prove the second equality, let T = [ ~~ ]. Since Fl is shift-invariant, 

T;,j depends only on i - j, so we can adopt the notation T;,-j := T;,j. Let 
y = Tx and jj = Tx; then 

k 

II L T;,[Xk-i - akxk_iJlloo 
i=O 

k 

II L T;,[ak-ixk_i - akxk_iJlloo 
i=O 

k 

< L IITilloo[ak - i - akJllxk_illoo 
;=0 
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< [ t 117; 1100 [o'-i - n'l + iE, IITdl]lIxlloc 

< [(o:-j - l)IITlico + . f IITillco]llxllco. 
'=J+1 

For any ( > 0, we can make the second term less than (/2 by choosing j 
sufficiently large; we can then make the first term less than (/2 by choosing 
0: E (0, 1) sufficiently close to 1. Hence, we conclude that 

lim IITxllco :S 1. 
a/I 

Hence, we replace x by x/IITxll with 0: close to 1; the remainder of the 
proof is the same as for the p E (1,00) case. D 

7. Conclusion. In the robust control literature, there has been suc
cess in using the gap to study robust stabilizability for systems with £2 and 
£2 signal spaces, and attempts have also been made to generalize the f!2 

and £2 results to systems with general Banach signal spaces. In this paper 
we take a middle route; we consider systems with f!p signal spaces. As far 
as we know, this is the first attempt of its kind. Some interesting results, 
which are on one hand nontrivial extensions of f!2 results and on the other 
hand use special structures of f!p spaces, are obtained. Since the theory is 
yet in its infancy, we feel that there are more questions yet to be answered 
than the questions answered in this paper. Other than the results obtained, 
an important contribution of this paper is that it has laid the foundation 
for further investigation. Among our major concerns are the following: 

1. The tightness of the robustness condition given in Theorem 4.2. 
We know that it is tight, i.e., the condition is also necessary, for 
the case when p = 2 and P, C are shift-invariant. For the general 
case, we believe it is also tight in some sense and we are trying to 
prove it. 

2. The method to carry out the optimal robust controller design, at 
least for the practically interesting cases: p = 1, 2, or 00 and the 
given plant is finite dimensional shift-invariant. The case when 
p = 2 has been previously nicely solved. The cases p = 1 and 
p = 00 are currently studied by the authors. 

3. The equivalence between the stabilizability and the existence of 
coprime factorizations. Since our optimal robust controller design 
problem will likely depend on coprime factorizations, its solution 
can not be considered complete if we can not give a complete an
swer to this equivalence problem. 
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